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This edition of the bAdvocate is incredibly incredible and fake. (The ads are really the only real thing in this issue. Really.)

Ron Paul named MSUM pres.
Well-known politician steps in as Barden’s heir
By KISE JEAN
Staff Writer

The MSUM presidential
search committee, straightforward as ever, recently circumvented its own selection profess and named one-time U.S.
Presidential hopeful Ron Paul
as MSUM’s new leader.
The search committee
announced that Paul will
immediately replace President
Barden and take control of the
university, in a press release
last week.
Paul said, “I figured if I
couldn’t be the president of
the United States, there had to
be someone else who’d give
me a fancy title and plenty of
people to order around.”
After a long period of search-

ing and lots of throw-away
candidates (including Bono,
the Prince of Nepal and Major
League Baseball player Chuck
Knoblauch and some deans
and chancellors from other
universities and colleges), the
presidential search committee
decided that the best person
for the job had to be Paul.
“He’s a good-looking guy,”
committee member Alex
Ellsworth explained. When
questioned about his presidential or leadership abilities, he
said. “He looks good in a suit.
What more do you want?”
Not only does the search
committee approve, President
Barden has had a longstanding relationship with Paul.

to paul, page 14

An unlikely romance
Scorch and The Cob
go public with their
history, long-time
love affair

Features, Page 5

submitted photo

Senior Marcus Grin greets MSUM’s new president, Ron Paul,
during the Texas politician’s first campus visit last week.

Nelson’s no good

Concordia
MSUM will implode residence hall concedes
By MARKY MARK
Staff Writer

When the Fargo-Moorhead
building inspectors came to
the MSUM residence halls last
week, the news went from bad
to ugly.
The bad: It was discovered
that Nelson has considerable structural damage and is
beginning to lean. The ugly:
The damage is so substantial that Nelson was declared
a major risk, and must be
imploded within 30 days.
“It is a great misfortune that
this should happen during the
academic year, but we have to

take it with a grain of salt and
rebuild,” said Kim Brosdahl,
associate director of housing
and residential life.
This is not the first time a
building was condemned at
MSUM. On August 8, 1999,
the original 14-story Neumaier
building was imploded for
identical reasons.
“The damage to Nelson Hall
is rooted in the structure of
the building, making repairs
impossible,” said Joseph
Connor, owner of the FargoMoorhead Building Inspectors
Union.
“When the 12-story dorm

hall was constructed there were
major flaws which have now
become evident. There was no
way to know at the time and
it’s a miracle it has gone this
long,” said Jamie Hesondad,
employee of Fargo-Moorhead
Building Inspectors.
The risk of occupying the
building for any substantial
amount of time will soon
become too great to chance.
Once the temperature rises,
the foundation will expand
and Nelson could collapse at
any moment.

to nelson, page 14

Barden takes a siesta

jean claude van lammy / the advocate

Former MSUM President Roland Barden has decided to take some time away from campus to reflect
and write his memoir. His siesta is expected to last until his retirement parties start in May.

Cobbers
surrender
parking lots

Paul for president
Ron Paul takes over
campus as new
MSUM president,
changes take effect

Opinion, page 6

By POLLY PARKER
Staff Writer

Even though it is nearly the
end of the school year, parking
is still a big issue on campus.
With construction going on
in the Ballard Lot and meters
all around, students aren’t
sure where they should park
anymore.
However, students don’t
have to worry about parking
for much longer because our
generous neighbor, Concordia,
is opening up its lots for
MSUM students to park in.
Because many streets are offlimits during certain times of
the day, students have decided
that Concordia is a good place
to start parking their cars and
walking to campus.
According to one of the student senators, Justin Norris,
parking at Concordia will be
a great way for students to
avoid the daily parking headaches many students face.
“Instead of trying to find a
spot, they get a strong amount
of exercise on their way to
class and don’t have to worry
about whether their car is
going to be towed or, for that
matter, ticketed,” he said.

to parking, page 4

Killer craft
Art students
overwhelmed
with work, often
forgo food and sleep

A&E, page 8

Dragons go D-I
Athletic Director
Doug Peters thinks
MSUM is ready for
D-I competition

Sports, page 12
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S

ecurity
Report
3.18 - 3.24

3.18 Squirrel attacks a group of
freshmen outside Lommen.
3.19 Oil change
outside of the library.
3.19 Stolen property, 12 monkeys
from the Science Lab.
3.20 No drug, alcohol or offenses
in Snarr. Congratulations!
3.20 Assist the FBI on ghost hunt
in library.
3.21 Motor vehicle accident
in Dahl.
3.21 Stolen art work in Center for
the Arts, valued at $1 million
3.22 Vandalism, theft/ larceny,
assault, drunk driving, defamation, foul mouths, noise
complaints and dirty dancing
in South Snarr, all at the
same time.
3.23 Corn cob fight on campus.
3.24 Actual fire on The Lawn,
total loss.

Yo’ News

Anyone can earn a
degree in film

The film department would
like to invite anyone to shoot a
commercial and send it in for
a chance at a degree in film.
Participants have one day to
produce the commercial and
then bring it by 11 p.m. today
(Thursday) at the Center for
the Arts room 414. All entries
will be thrown into a barrel
and chosen by a random freshman. All entries must in some
way promote The Advocate.

See real dead
snakes

Howard Jonk, Red River
Mountain zookeeper will be
visiting the campus at 9 a.m.
Saturday in CMU 101. After
the successful yet scary tour
of “Snakes Alive,” this show
is sure to please. See 17 varieties of stuffed or frozen snakes
from around the world, including a 15 foot anaconda with a
pig still inside its stomach.

Super bAdvocate
meetings 3:30 p.m. Study Abroad
Mondays
in Antarctica
Start saving money
in CMU 110

The Advocate would like to
invite any interested students
to their weekly meetings in
The Super BAdvocate office.
Next week Lord Sith will be
visiting to discuss the dark
side.
The

Super bAdvocate
Minnesota State University Moorhead
Box 130 Moorhead, MN 56563
Located on the lower floor of Comstock Memorial Union
Room 110
News Desk and Editor’s Desk: 218-477-2551
Advertising: 218-477-2365
Fax: 218-477-4662
advocate@mnstate.edu
www.mnstate.edu/advocate
The Super bAdvocate is published weekly during the academic
year in the middle of a desert on an old iron press.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body and who
cares anyway.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and your turn
submissions. They should be typed and must include the writer’s
name, signature, address, social security number, drivers license,
phone number, year in school or occupation and any affiliations.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box
130, dropped off at The Advocate office in CMU Room 110 or
e-mailed to us at advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves
the right to edit letters and refuse publication of letters omitting
requested information. It does not guarantee the publication of
any letter. In other words, good luck.

now
for the study abroad trip to
Antarctica.
The trip will be lasting
three years and students have
the potential to earn up to
300 credits ranging in subjects such as marine biology,
advanced calculus and home
economics. The trip will be
lead by Professor Pine and
will more than likely result in
a job offer at Antarctica’s global warming research facility.
Students who have completed
Dragon Core can apply. Apply
by April 10 to secure your seat
on the boat.
Questions, call Jack Pine at
555-ARC-TICA.

Sing on campus
radio

This week only visit KMSC
in CMU 109 to sing karaoke as
much as your heart desires.

Join a new student
organization

The latest student organization, Married Couples in
College, would like to invite
all married couples to join.
Regular meetings are held
at 7 p.m. on Wednesdays and
marriage counseling groups
meet every other day of the
week when ever needed on
Gaede Stage. Study subjects
include, how to get homework
done when your spouse wants
“us time,” how to answer the
question “What are you thinking?” and the current topic,
“education now, baby making
later?”

Play cosmic tennis
in Nemzek

The intramural department
would like to invite all students
to join in the fun of cosmic tennis at 9 p.m. today (Thursday)
in Nemzek. Students will be
placed in teams of five and
will play in the dark with balls
that glow. The first team that
can win without whacking
each other will win T-shirts.

Come to a resume
fixer upper

The office of Oz would like
to invite all fortune tellers to
come at 5 a.m. Saturday to
room 621 in Snarr to go over
resumes in a friendly, loving
environment which will take
approximately 15 minutes.
Learn the techniques of the
professionals and have fun
too. Cookies, donuts, sausage
and hot dog flavored water
will be served. If you have
any questions call The Man
Behind the Curtain at 555-098FORU.

Don’t make your
voice heard

Those with an interest in a
student senate position should
go to NDSU. There is no room
for new people here at MSUM.
We are good.

“Stop working and watch that video.”
The Advocate is prepared for publication by a group of extremely
smart individuals and is printed by Davon Press, West Fargo, N.D.
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Security update

Director of Campus Security Kevin Sorbo

Smokin’ and Streakers
By Minnesota Mountie

Graffiti

Pro Bowler

Around 10:15 a.m. on
Easter Sunday, campus security received a report of a case
of old fashioned graffiti vandalism. Sometime the night
before somebody or bodies
decided it was a good idea to
completely graffiti the west
wall of the library. Among the
street art were vulgar words
and images.
Campus security is looking
for any information on who
completed this distasteful act.

Hall streakers

On March 21, two drunk
female students decided
to streak through 2nd and
3rd floor East Snarr. When
the resident assistant caught

You cannot contact the editor for more information or come to the
staff meetings because she is the busiest person alive and doesn’t
talk to strangers.

To Security page 3

A P A R T M E N T S

Swimming Pool
Hot Tub
Tanning & Fitness
Underground Parking
Choose From Many Floor Plans
701-356-3801 3700 42nd St. S. Fargo

$1.75 domestic taps
7-12 on Mondays

Glenn Tornell looks like a gentleman that feeds ducks in the park
and does not approve of spoofery.
Alyssa Schafer is actually a CIA operative, but don’t talk about it.

Illustrators: John Berdahl is my hero, Nicole Nelson has alliteration, Derrick Paulson has some funky ideas.

Five male students were
caught in the act at 11:10 p.m.
on March 20.

March Madness

The bAdvocate is always looking for talented writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at 3:30 p.m.
every Monday in CMU 110.

Photographers: Amanda Braud, Lizzie Chinander, Jen Hilbrands,
Sayward Honer, Chris Huber, Greg Locnikar, Martin Overland, can
take a photo, and write their names.

Pot smoking

Galleria
On 42nd

drop by for

Copyright 2008, The Advocate.

Liz Johanson knows whats funny and you don’t.
Ben Sailer is one wicked bad illistrator.
Michael Johnson is on his way to Canada.
Kellie Meehlhause...what can I say she’s Kellie.
Luke Hagen is going to take on the MSUM wrestling team.
Jon Lambert likes to take pictures of people like that “Rear
Window” guy.
Amanda Huggett is the greatest copy editor ever and good pastry
chef too.
Samantha Kveno is a breath of fresh air and punch to the kidneys.
Heidi Shaffer has got AP style and regular style.
Lee Morris has a beard.
Dustin Brick. I don’t know how to express my gratitude to this
person.
Julie Barry knows how to have a good time with The Advo.
Columnists: Kim Long, Samantha Kveno, Heath Butrum, Michael
Johnson, Amanda Huggett, Anna Musselman, are amazing
writers.
Reporters: Devin Berglund, Maria Camargo, Chris Flynn, Maxwell Heesch, Amy Learn, Nick Lerud, Tarver Mathison, Desiree
Menk, Laura Meyer, Dustin Mohagen, Michelle Pearson, Rachel
Roe, Bill Rohla, Andy Soucek, Ann Marie Stewart, Tim Stulken,
Ashley Taborsky, Katie Walker. Heart and soul of the bAdvocate.

a glimpse of the two young
girls, who did not try at any
means to hide their identity,
she immediately reported it to
campus security around 1:15
p.m.
When security arrived they
were able to locate the two
girls. The Moorhead Police
were called to the scene of the
dirty act and the girls were
cited for minor in consumption and indecent exposure.
Sources think that the girls
were thinking the dorm hall
might have been empty, due
to it being Good Friday.

Late Night Happy Hour
$1 off everything
9-10:30 on Tuesdays
On Corner of 8th Street and
Belsly BLVD., South Moorhead
Suite 101
(218) 477-1010
www.southsidetap.com
Come In For Our Burger Baskets!

$2 Domestic Bottles
9-12 on Wednesdays
$2.25 Capt. Morgan
and Bacardi Drinks
on Thursdays

Thursday, March 27, 2008

Leftovers
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Student Senate Summary report
•No note taker was available for the latest student senate meeting.

•No one knows what happened.

Security, from page 2
The individuals were sitting
in a parked vehicle in Lot S
smoking marijuana. An officer
was walking by when he saw
the flickering of the smokers’
lighters. When he approached
the vehicle it was apparent
what sort of activity was taking place.
Moorhead Police were
called in and the five males
were all cited for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

At 3:49 a.m. on March 21,
a female and a male student
were caught fornicating in the
laundry room in Ballard.
A third student had been
going to the laundry room to
get some ice when he walked
in on the students. Mortified
and shocked by what he saw,
he reported it to his resident
assistant.
Campus security was called
in, but the students were just
told to find somewhere more
appropriate next time. They
felt the embarrassment was
punishment enough for the
duo.

Stolen supplies

South Snarr residents had to
do without doing their spring
cleaning over Easter break
because the supplies available
to the students had been stolen.
Campus security received
the report of stolen goods at
9:35 a.m. on March 18. The
supplies were taken from all
floors in South Snarr. Taken
were items such as brooms,
mops, buckets and cleaners.
Was this a case of dorm
pranks or did someone really need cleaning supplies?
Campus security is looking
for any help to solve this case.

Passed out guy

Campus security came
across a very intoxicated male
student passed out at 2:47 a.m.
on March 17 on the football
field.
It took security 15 minutes
to get the individual conscious and alert. When he
woke he was extremely out
of it. Campus security could
not even get his name out of
him. Moorhead Police were
called and the male student
was taken to detox and cited
accordingly.

Dirty laundry

In such a clean room, two
students got caught doing a
very dirty deed.

Minnesota Mountie
can be reached
at mackmoor@hotmail.com.

•There may not be anything
next week either.

•We mostly played video
games.

•Come to a meeting.

March 27, 2008
UNIVERSITY’S OFFICIAL MAIL TO STUDENTS
An ad hoc advisory group has made recommendations to guide the Administration’s decision
to direct its ‘official’ mail to a student’s mandated email inbox on the ‘mnstate.edu’ system.
Accordingly, I have approved the following policy: All official University business will be
conducted via ‘mnstate.edu’ email accounts. Email communication to students will be
sent to the mnstate.edu email address exclusively.
Online coursework is facilitated when professors can quickly and accurately establish
communication with enrolled students using ‘official’ personal inboxes on the ‘mnstate.edu’
system. Important information, such as financial aid award letters, will be sent exclusively to
mnstate.edu accounts starting this spring. As the year progresses, other important information
regarding student status will be sent only to this account.
Therefore, it is essential that students access, read and use their mnstate.edu accounts.
Directions to sign up for a new mnstate.edu account are on the MSUM homepage. Simply
click on ‘email.’ Please take personal responsibility to ensure you are informed.
For more information, www.mnstate.edu/it

President Barden

Page 4, Super bAdvocate

parking, from front
Concordia has decided to
open up their parking lot
on Seventh Street South and
Eigth Street by the Olson skyway. There, MSUM students
need to show their ID and buy
daily passes for $15.
However, some students
at Concordia have their own
opinions about whether or not
it is such a great idea.
“I think personally that this
is our campus, and if students
from MSUM park here, then
what are we going to do?”
said Concordia student and
Working Group member, Zack
Kenz.
“MSUM would have the
same reaction if we started
using one of your lots to park
our cars,” he said.
However, according to the
Moorhead
Neighborhood
Planning Study group and
the People Escaping Poverty
Project, this is only a temporary solution until MSUM can
figure out a way to accommodate so many cars.
“This really should only be
an alternative for students if
it came down to the fact that
they just don’t have any other
way to park on campus,”
PEPP Community Organizer
Octavio Gomez said.
Students
who
have
more questions can contact
Concordia at www.cobbers.

Fake News

Thursday, March 27, 2008

right burn / advocate photo editor

Cars crammed into their spots in the MSUM parking lot in front of Center for the Arts. Because all of the campus commuter parking lots
are so full, students have taken to double-parking their cars and blocking each other in for hours. Soon, MSUM students will be able to
utilize Concordia’s parking lots. Hopefully, this will alleviate parking congestion and decrease the number of rage-keyings.

com and look on the online
map for whereabouts the new
parking is being implemented.

Parker can be reached
at speedracer@mnstate.edu.

Featurino
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Old plunderers, now new lovers
An in-depth interview of the two most prominent mascots of the Red River Valley
By One of the Jackson Five
Crab Fisher

MSUM and Concordia
have a history of battling that
stems back to the sixth century. The first battles started
with the last remaining dragon, removed from the Danish
coast, and the last vegetable
produced by Jack, after he got
over his obsession with bean
stalks.
For centuries, the corn was
a constant toothache in the
mouths of many and the dragon, a destroyer of homes and
shrubbery. The two fought
together and destroyed more

natural habitat than the Bush we used to have,’” Scorch
Administration.
said. “We had been separated
However,
times
have for so long, I wasn’t sure if he
changed, and for decades, a would remember.”
street separated the two that
Cob’s response:
once battled head to ear around “Harbun doigen,”
the world. At various sport- sounded someing events, they perform silly thing like a
acts of amusement for the
“Emeeno
crowds. Two
obdernome,”
Cob
wise and powsaid,
which
not
even
erful
oddiScorch
understood.
ties that once
destroyed
Kernel Cob
empires are
now mascots
known as Scorch and Kernel Furby chokCob.
ing,
but
Since becoming mascots, S c o r c h
the two have undergone translated
life-changing experiences. the corn
Captured and chained in the language and
basements of the two colleges, said, “He missed
Scorch and Cob were tortured me and wants
and taught the way of being a sandwich.”
mascots. Once great warriors
The truth
and friends, now they’ve was
that
been brainwashed into think- these
two
ing they were simple creatures rivals were the
of entertainment.
only ones left
In the fall of 1968, Scorch of their kind, and
escaped from MSUM and they were both extremely
tracked down The Cob.
lonely. They realized that the
“I sat down with The Cob life of plundering small towns
and said to him, ‘I miss what was just not cool anymore,

“

and they would have to live
their immortal lives in peace.
“Emeeno obdernome,” Cob
said, which not even Scorch
understood.
Shortly after the two
talked for the first
time in years, they
went to the presidents of the colleges and wrote up a
contract. The contract stated they
would continue
to act as if they
hated each other if
they received real
cash instead of
Dragon Dollars
and
Cobber
Cash, and the
campus radio
station could only
play music that no
one had ever heard
of before.
The
contract went into
effect immediately.
Standing
at
opposite sides of
the football field at
MSUM, they heckled
and threw things at
one another, but afterwards
they would go out for picnics
in Romkey Park.

The two mascots were not
finished there. They wanted to
stop the psychological effects
of their behavior.
“We realized that our
actions at the sporting events
had caused a lot of anger and
pride to rise among the students, and we wanted to stop
it, but they wouldn’t let us
be civil to each other,” Scorch
said.
After years of acting out
forms of hatred to please the
fans, the two finally came up
with a plan this year.
They decided that during a
doubles match of tennis, they
would run out in the middle
of the court and hug.
In the first match between
MSUM and Concordia in
February, the two mascots
embraced in front of a crowd
of six people.
Though the incident never
made it outside of Courts Plus,
the two have been happy ever
since.
“It was one small step,”
Scorch said. “Next week we
are going to look at an apartment together.”
Jackson can be reached
at jacksomi@mnstate.edu.

March 28 - April 4

Week
Monday 31

Celebration of Nations
6pm March 28
CMU Ballroom
Diversity Week Carnival Noon-4pm March 29
CMU Ballroom
STOCAR Diversity Dance 8-11pm March 29
CMU Ballroom
STOCAR Variety Show
9:30pm April 1
Weld Auditorium
Comedian Louis Ramey
8pm April 2
Weld Auditorium
11am-1pm April 3 CMU Main Lounge
Diversity Ambassador

Tuesday 1

10-11am CMU 205
10-11am CMU 205
“Experiencing Other Cultures” “Japanese Culture”
11am-Noon CMU 227
“Homelessness In MN”
Noon-1pm CMU 205
“Diversity in MnSCU”
1-2pm CMU 227
“Disability”
2-3pm CMU 205
“Why Are People Poor?”
3-4pm CMU 227
“Transgender In FM”

11am-Noon CMU 227
“One Woman’s Journey
On A Bicultural Ethnic Path”

Wednesday 2

Thursday 3

2-3pm CMU 205
11am-Noon CMU 203
“History of Treatment For
“Women In Power”
The Disabled & Services Now”
Noon-1pm CMU 227
“Successful College Women”

Noon-1pm CMU 205
“Healthy Relationships”

1-2pm CMU 203
“Islamic Religion”

3-4pm CMU 227
“Study Abroad”

3-4pm CMU 227
“How Hard It Is
To Afford A Home”
4-5pm CMU 203
“Rights & Struggles
Of FM GLBT”

Friday 4
11:45am-1pm CMU 101
“Andrew Conteh”
1-2pm CMU 101
“GLBTQ At MSUM”
3-4pm CMU 101
“Minnesota Universities
Diversity
ve
Study”

Facts
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wh
board
Advocate
editorial
Liz Johanson
Assistant Editor

Ben Sailer
Opinion Editor

Ron Paul takes
office, gets rid of
everything you
like at MSUM
When Ron Paul took office as the new MSUM president last week, I think we all knew things were going
to be a little different.
Sure, in the weeks leading up to the university presidential search, we were all enraptured with his lofty
promises of getting rid of wasteful departments and
giving us back our rights.

Crappy illustration by Ben Sailer / The Advocate

Alyssa Schafer
Editor

Little did we know President Paul was going to
eliminate student senate, leaving the student body
completely without representation. Not that it matters
anyway, because next he fired all the administrative
staff.
We all thought that was pretty extreme, but we still
weren’t prepared for Paul to break up every single
academic department on campus and eliminate every
available major because defined majors “limit our
rights to go into whatever career we want to.”
We were bummed, but not as bummed as we were
when he got rid of financial aid for MSUM students
because federal student aid programs are a waste of
taxpayers’ money.
Over the past few days, because hardly anyone can
afford to pay MSUM’s $50,000-a-year tuition without
federal monetary assistance (and there aren’t any real
educational opportunities left on our campus) the vast
majority of students left MSUM, leaving you, dear
reader, and about three other people in attendance.
The newfound freedoms Paul has afforded us are
pretty nice, though.
Nobody seems to be complaining about not having to
go to class anymore, there are no lines in Kise, parking is awesome and I just saw some freshmen playing
Frisbee on the mall.

Fat cat speaks out against owner
My owner has discussed
me before in issues of The
Advocate. Well, this is my time
to shine. Read on for a cat’s
perspective. First off, I want
to explain how little control
over my life I have. My other
feline friends’ owners let them
graze over a full bowl of food
throughout the day.
I, on the other hand, am
only allowed to eat twice a
day. I cannot be denied my
right to eat—I love food so
much, especially in or around
my mouth.
Not only that, but Amanda
actually locks my food in the
cabinet so I cannot get to it
except at her disposal.
I feel so repressed. I have
a feeling it might have something to do with the funny
man that she takes me to see
once a year. He puts me on a
metal pedestal, pokes around
my belly and mumbles some-

thing about a diet. What a
crock! Domesticated cats have
become so exploited—my
ancestors were allowed to
roam free, feasting to their
hearts’ content.
Along with controlling my
food, Amanda also picks my
companions. Shortly after
adopting me, she came home
with another cat. I don’t mind
having friends, but I would
appreciate the right to choose
my roommates. This other cat
is alright, but she’s always
stealing my thunder. One
minute she’s curlin’ up on
Amanda, and then she’s messin’ up my cat shack.
Little Girl has no regard for

me, as she flings litter all over.
She also has terrible gas. No
one wants to smell that. I also
feel that as a cat, I have the
right to do what I want. All I
want to do all day is sleep, eat
and hog the bed.
When I feel like I am getting away with doing nothing,
Amanda looks at what she
calls her “finances” and tells
me that I need to get a job and
contribute to the household.
Well, what if I don’t want to?
I do what I want. I’m fat and
lazy—that’s how I roll. After
getting demeaned for my lack
of initiative, I bat my eyes and
rub against her. I just hope she
doesn’t catch on. I’ve given
up enough rights, and if she
figures out my hidden talents,
my life as I know it is over.
Fat and lazy?
E-mail Captain’s agent
at huggetam@mnstate.edu.

It seems the entire campus is fancy-free thanks to
President Paul.…Classes, learning, structure, order
and administration are overrated anyway.
Here’s to the new regime. Go Paul!
(We hope you realize this editorial is completely fake
and was hastily written. Happy April Fool’s everyone.)
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college administration,
faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages
Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions.
They should be typed and must include the writer’s
name, signature, address, phone number, year in
school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are
due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Enjoy our

FREE Taco Bar
Monday - Friday

from 4 - 6pm in the
Cantina. Your taste buds
will thank you as they
travel in style on a
tasty taco trip.

801 38th St. South • Fargo
www.paradiso.com

TACO_MSUM_08A
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War on Concordia is for the good of America
at Kroll’s. The
embarrassment
of the previous
Power Bowl must
be avenged.
Our
allies
NDSU
and
MSCTC are not
supporting us
in this endeavor. Therefore
we must unilaterally liberate
the citizens of Concordia. We
cannot stand idly by while
Concordia rips off innocent
students. For too long they
have overcharged their tuition.
In order to protect the students of Concordia we must
attack them.
Some of you may think
this decision is influenced by

Concordia trying to assassinate my academic career by
rejecting my application. I
assure you, I have no personal
vendetta against them.
President
Barden
has
pledged to cut tuition prices
while at the same time increasing student activity fees to fund
the war. By instituting a draft
in the dorms we will be able
to supplement our paltry volunteer security force. Sodexho

Illustration by Tony Mansourian / The Advocate

pus in Annex Building Bay.
Furthermore, the legislation
allows the Administration
to combat insurgent Cobber
sleeper cells that may be posing as Tri-College students.
Also, the Tri-College will
be renamed Freedom College.
There are rumors of disagreements between dorms on
opposite sides of the skywalk
but I have full faith that these
isolated incidents will recede
quickly. Concordia will stand
as a beacon of freedom in the
Eighth Street region.
Mission accomplished.
Will you fight for America?
E-mail Butrum at
lethalblues@hotmail.com.

his job, leaves town

Smoking Dragon breaks the ban
Although it may not always
seem true in our society, famous
people are not above the law.
Few around these parts are as
famous as MSUM’s very own
mascot, Scorch The Dragon.
Unfortunately, Scorch T.
Dragon has been having some
run-ins with the law lately.
It’s actually a new law that he
can’t stop breaking.
In January, MSUM put into
effect a ban that prohibits
smoking all across campus,
indoors and out. Overall, the
ban has been accepted and
obeyed by students and faculty. But Scorch, the one who
represents MSUM far and
wide, has been, by far, the

has been granted a closed contract to supply the army with
food and build a cafeteria in
post-war Concordia.
Michael Parks is the newly
named head of Home Campus
Security. In order to guarantee our safety the department
has been granted the power to
search any MSUM student or
their property to protect them.
Student senate has unanimously granted President Barden
full funding for the invasion
force and implemented the
Dragon Patriot Core to protect
our students by expanding
executive power. It allows for
any rogue Concordian to be
held in detention indefinitely.
They will be held off cam-

Screw
this
Angry columnist quits

Illustration by John Berdahl / The Advocate

Now is the time! Unite to
protect freedom! We must
invade Concordia. I’m tired of
sitting over here with a nonTV treadmill. This war will
be short and easy. It could be
executed during study day.
I have it on good authority—my own—that the Cobber
Guard, a revolutionary faction of the Concordian Army,
is trying to load our course
work with meaningless classes. Their infiltration can be
observed in the mandatory
alcohol class.
Despite pre-emptive strikes
of stealing beanies and numerous verbal assaults, the Cobbers
continually take the good
table during Shaky Monday

worst offender.
It’s a proven fact that dragons, by nature, are prone to be
heavy smokers. And, Scorch
T. Dragon comes from a long
line of smokers who have even
been dubbed “Fire-breathing
Dragons.”
So, Scorch consistently gives
authorities the excuse that
smoking is in his blood and
he can’t help it. However, that
doesn‘t cut it. Scorch needs to
abide by the laws on campus
just like everyone else.

Attempts have been made
to get him to stop using the
typical techniques, but he‘s
proved to be a tough case.
So far, nothing has worked.
Scorch says the patches blow
right off, because it’s so windy
here in Moorhead.
Susanne Williams is disappointed in Scorch’s failure
to comply, but says she‘s not
ready to give up on him yet. If
Scorch does not kick his habit,
he could face severe punishment and maybe even lose
his place of honor as MSUM‘s
beloved mascot.
Smoke with Scorch?
E-mail Long
at kimmyk04@hotmail.com.

A new law went into effect last week after President Bush
danced a jig in front of millions of viewers. The new law will
allow anyone that drives a car to carry a concealed weapon, all
public hunting land will be given to private land owners and all
hunting and fishing rights will be revoked from U.S. citizens.
The first part of the law went into effect because it just seemed
logical. The second part passed in order to secure all lands and
allow no free space for commoners. The final installment passed
after the current administration decided that it would be better
just to kill off all the animals so that they wouldn’t get in the
way of necessary things like oil drilling and nuclear bomb testing.
After the president was done dancing in front of the cameras he told America that the times are rough. The times have
always been rough though, right? Dickens wrote about “Hard
Times,” Jesus spoke about hard times, Paul Harvey said that it
helps to remember in times like these there have always been
times like these.
However, I can’t remember another time in my life when I
have been this angry at such an insane idea. This column is
supposed to be 300 words and I could fill up every bit of it with
hateful remarks. Instead, I will write my last words as a columnist for this paper in peace.
It has been an OK time writing about topics that I found
important but I must move on to smaller and less important
things. I am on my way to an uninhabited region of the world
where I will spend the rest of my life escaping the hand of “The
Man.” I will live off the land, make my own rules and never
write again.
Live by your own rules?
E-mail Johnson at johnsomic@mnstate.edu.
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Get your own damn calendar!

Art students dying to graduate
High expectations put unlimited stress, insomnia on seniors
By VANESSA MILHOUSE
A&E Editor

Senior art major Stephanie
Painz-alot said she hasn’t slept
in 47 days, nine hours, 32 minutes, and six seconds (give or
take a microsecond).
As much as she would love
to get the 10.378 hours doctors
recommend, she has bigger,
more colorful problems on her
mind: her senior portfolio.
While her non-art major
peers are watching weekly
marathons of “America’s Next
Top Model” or celebrating the
prospect of graduation, Painzalot spends, on average, 29
hours a day in her Center for
the Arts studio, struggling
to finish the 15.409 pieces
required for her portfolio.
As her right hand steadily
adds details to a drooping
orchid, an IV drip hangs from
her left arm, pumping caffeine
into her exhausted body. Paint
stains cover her clothes, face
and hair while a paintbrush
sticks out of her ponytail.
“Its not like I can just slap
some glitter and paint on a
canvas and call it art,” she
said. “People expect a lot of
us art majors. We can’t turn in
anything less than ‘The Mona
Lisa’ to our professors.”
Painz-alot isn’t alone in the
pressure to produce artistic
perfection. These days, it’s not
unusual to walk through the
Center for Arts and find hundreds of art students literally
falling over their work in an
effort to finish an impressive
portfolio in time for graduation.
Since the plagiarism debacle
of 1967, MSUM’s art department has put more emphasis
on learning through experience and personal creativity.

Sporty spice / advocate photo editor

Art major Stephanie Painz-alot takes a 5-second cat nap while struggling to finish her senior portfolio. Because of the strict deadlines
on her projects, she said she hasn’t slept, much less eaten, in a week. Hendrix Health Center director Karen Lester said the pressure
to perform artistically has had an adverse effect on several art majors.

The result is more time-consuming projects and professors with rigorous deadlines.
Among these projects required
for graduation include five
student exhibitions, three
book tours and eight portrait
or sculpture sessions with
President Roland Barden.
“These students may think
we’re putting too much pressure on them, but in reality,

we’re preparing them for the
real world,” art department
chair Wil Shynkaruk said.
“Hell, I’ve had museums ask
for a dozen finished sculptures in a week. The process
is difficult at first, but you
survive.”
The art department committee, Shynkaruk said, is considering adding a six-year international study requirement to

the degree. He believes the
addition would allow students
to better appreciate how art is
created.
Director of Health and
Wellness Karen Lester isn’t so
sure.
As the academic year draws
to a close, she has noticed
an increasing number of
art majors wandering into
Hendrix Health Center in

search of caffeine stimulants.
“They’re not above stealing
caffeine pills if we refuse to
prescribe them. That just one
example of how desperate the
workload has made them,”
Lester said.

TO STRESS, PAGE 9
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Procrastinators Anonymous events—Better than class
Contest

go to E.T. International, an orga- her accomplishment, the English
The newly renovated MSUM nization designed to help aliens department has planned an open
house for her at 4:17 a.m. MonLibrary will hold a gum chew- phone home.
day in Weld Library. T-shirts of
ing contest from 4 p.m. today
Stephen Crane and Jack London
(Thursday) to 6 a.m. Friday to Artist Reception
see who can hold the most sticks At 7:12 p.m. Friday at the Fan- will be on sale for $49.52. All proof gum (used or new) in their doo Art Gallery, a reception will ceeds will go toward Retzlaff’s
mouths. The gum will then be be held for pop tab sculptor efforts to commit her students
stuck under the library’s recent- Monkey McDoogal, whose cur- to Prairie St. John’s Clinic if they
ly purchased chairs and tables rent exhibit “Ka-ching-aling” don’t do their homework.
because, according to head li- will be on display through the
brarian Sandy Spearmint, noth- apocalypse. Bananas and Kool- Honors Lecture
ing makes a library more homey aid will be served. At 4 a.m. Sat- As a part of the Honors Prothan finding used gum on your urday, McDoogal will also teach gram’s newest series “Don’t
fingers. All contestants must people how to turn recyclables Hate Us ‘Cause We’re Smart,”
bring their own gum.
and weapons of mass destruc- guest lecturer Stud Licious will
tion into incredible works of art. lead a workshop on how to make
whiskey in a dorm bath tub at
Charity Event
7:28 p.m. Tuesday on the Gaede
The MSUM Fingers Are Beau- Open House
tiful Club will hold their 52nd After more than 20 years of Stage. Fake IDs required.
annual thumb war competition planning and anticipation, Engat 2:30 p.m. Friday in the cave lish professor Hazel Retzlaff Book Signing
behind the playground. Admis- has finally finished decorating Author Harry Potter will sign
sion is two bracelets and a can her office with photographs of copies of his autobiography
of playdough. All proceeds will American authors. In honor of “You Know You’re Voldemort’s
STRESS, FROM PAGE 8

Three unnamed students
have also been taken to transferred to the Prairie St. John’s
Clinic for stress-related care.
“They’re not learning
or having fun. If anything,
the art department is working these students to death!”
Lester said.
Lester plans to appeal to the
academic affairs committee
to review art degree requirements and omit those that
aren’t necessary.
Painz-alot says she isn’t
going to hold her breath waiting.
“Do you really think I have
the time to worry?” she said.
“I’ve got a nude painting due
next week and my subject is a
vampire. I’ll be lucky if I have
time to eat.”
Please don’t contact Vanessa.
She doesn’t want to hear your
petty comments.

Obsession When ...” from 1 to
9 p.m. March 32 at the Fargo
Barnes and Noble. His book will
also be on sale at a discount price
of $777.

Memorial Festival

In honor of belated actor Heath
Ledger, obsessed fan Amanda
Hugankiss will host a “Heath
Ledger, We Hardly Knew Ye”
festival April 4 to 18 in the Advocate office. All of his movies
will be shown on laptop computers. Heath Ledger portrait
tattoos will also be available for
six Oreos. On the festival’s last
night, attendants will hold a seance to try and contact his spirit.
The event is free and only open
to his fans. Mary Kate Olsen fans
are strongly discouraged from
attending.
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Internet good for things besides porn
We’ve all pretty much come ing a British baby and the other
to the conclusion that YouTube a group of Unicorns headed
is awesome, and generally for “Candy Meeewnteein,
more awesome than paying Chaaarrlleeee.” Unfortunately
a great deal of attention in the two videos are completely
class.
unrelated.
So today the staff of the
The Advocate is willing to
Advocate
is
offer $7 to the
pleased to pro- “I like to hang out on YouTube. first person to
vide you and There are alot of neat videos combine the
and it gives my hands some
everyone else
two creative
time to rest from kicking butt
with our favorite
ideas in a way
on my xbox. Neato.”
YouTube videos.
that makes
And some other
sense.
Andrew Monticia
ones.
P l u s ,
“Halo 3” Enthusiast
Arts
and
YouTube has
Entertainment
a video of
Editor,
and
a guy who
America’s Next
shaves with a
Top Model Kellie Meehlhause banana. Totally sweet. Also,
asserts that there’s a great there are the Harry Potter
video of a bunch of models Puppet Pals, which are great.
falling off a runway.
And a video of some people
I hear there’s a great video having a picnic. Totally.
where Will Ferrell has a conWe would also like to assert
frontation with a child land- that Teen Girl Squad is pretty
lord named Pearl.
darn cool too, even if it’s not
Of course, there are the two technically YouTube.
“Charlie” videos, one involv-

Candy Mountain, Charlie!

Harry Potter Puppet Pals
The Joy of Shaving

Pearl the Landlord (above)
and Adventure Time (left)
The most popular YouTube
video of all time (according
to Wikipedia) is the
now-famous evolution of
dance video (left) featured
36 different songs and lasts
for six minutes going from
the begining of dance
history to the end of
dance history. The history
of dance from the twist,
through the hustle and into
Michael Jackson’s famed
steps (including “Thriller”).
Other songs include “Walk
Like an Egyptian,” “The
Chicken Dance,” the
“Oompa Loompa Song,”
and “I Like Big Butts.”

Your locally owned off sale
Open 10 am to 10 pm
2511 12th Ave. S. Moorhead 218-236-9494
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Moral of the Story: Facebook is public
The Advo staff spent a little bit of time
creepin’ on Facebook and these quotes
and pictures are what we came up with.

We hope this section reminds students,
faculty and staff that Facebook is an open
forum.
Even if you have privacy settings in place,
there’s a chance Internet-goers will run
across your embarrassing and/or
incriminating photos. Enjoy!

“Don’t hit on me (or try
to ‘get to know me’), I’m not
interested. If you’ve never met
me in real life, don’t try to
friend me on here. Internet
stalkers are creepy.”

“I’m a homosexual (and
a damn good one at that!)
but most importantly, I am
me. and you should love me
because of that. :D”

“‘Chrono Trigger’ is my
favorite video game of all time
with ‘Chrono Cross’ in a close
second.
I always lose yellow paperclips.
If I could meet anyone dead
or alive, it would either be
Lucille Ball or J.R.R. Tolkien.
I’m afraid of bugs and
clowns.
I laugh at and joke about horribly inappropriate things.”

“In case you haven’t figured
it out, I’m damaged goods. But,
hey if you’re into that sort of
thing, let’s be friends.”

“No Sir, YOU need to understand that I am only 19
and you need to be crossbowed in the face.”

“Established in 1999, currently in development:
Basically, that, with alarming accuracy, one can
infer either: a person’s favorite Ninja Turtle or
relative personality characteristics of said individual
based upon their favorite Ninja Turtle.
Okay... so it’s in its rough stages, schematics are
coming. Give me a break, Brett!”

Sports
MSUM considers D-I
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jon Lambert / sports illustrated

Sophomore defensive end Jon Swart celebrates on Sept. 22, 2007, during a 42-18 victory over Wayne State. With the recent successes of all the athletic programs at
MSUM, Athletic Director Doug Peters and other high-level people in the athletic department feel a switch to D-I athletics might be a better fit for the school.
By TIMMY
Staff Writer

Recent growth and success
of the MSUM athletics program has caused the leaders
of the program to consider
switching divisions.
“The strength of our program and its ability to perform
at high levels has been shown
across the board in all sports,”
Athletics Director Doug Peters
said. “We are confident that
moving to Division I will only
further the success of Dragon
athletics.”
Peters said that the move

will be challenging but rewarding overall for MSUM.
“Other area schools moved
to Division I successfully, with
some difficulty,” he said. “I
know it will be challenging for
the different sports at first, but
I am confident they will find it
easier after only a little while
playing with higher-caliber
teams.”
Of the many requirements
of a Division I school, among
the most daunting is that the
school must be able to host
large numbers of people for
large games. MSUM, at this
time, remains ill-equipped to

F/T AND P/T TELESALES (18-40 HRS/WEEK)
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING! VARIETY OF PROGRAMS!

• Paid Training

• $9-$10/Hour

• Casual Dress

• Referral Bonus

• Incentives

• Fun Work Environment
Apply at:

2829 S. UNIVERSITY DR., FARGO
(Northwest Entrance of American Family Ins. Building)
Or send resume to www.pcifargo.com
EOE

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

HIRING IMMEDIATELY!

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

handle this extra load of people from across the nation.
“It would cost a substantial
amount of money to move
up,” Peters said. “We have a
lot of work to get our school in
shape before the move, but the
cost is worth it. The amount of
revenue to be gained from this
move is astronomical in comparison to the cost. I am excited to begin to break ground
on new facilities that will be
required to move to Division I.
Perhaps they will name these
new facilities in my honor.”
Peters said that one of the
major benefits of moving to

Division I is the increase in
scholarships the school is able
to offer.
“Once the move is finalized,
we will be able to offer far more
scholarships than we have in
past years,” Peters said. “This
will boost our athletics department tremendously.”
UND, an area school that
recently made the move to
Division I, has had its share of
problems and successes linked
to the move to Division I.
“When we decided to move
up, there was an extensive
process to move through in
order to become full-fledged

The

PARKING OPEN HEARING
is scheduled for April 17, 2008,
between the hours of 11:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. in room 218 at the
CMU. Proposed regulations for the
2008-2009 academic year will be
available from the Parking Office,
Maintenance Building, 8th Avenue
and 17th St. South, beginning April
7, 2008. Comments and concerns
will be addressed at the hearing.

Division I members,” said
Associate Athletics Director
Michael Schepp. “Our hockey
program had been Division I
for many years previous, so
we had some experience in
Division I sports events. We
needed to make some changes
to make the move, and it took
many years before we were
ready. Even still we are only in
a trial period at this time.”
MSUM would likely have a
trial period spanning several
years before they would be
able to compete ‘for real’ for
the first time.
Peters hopes to have made
steps toward initiating the
move before this summer.
He hopes to make steps that
would ready MSUM for such
a move from Division II to
Division I athletics. An advising committee will be assembled to make final judgments,
and an appeal will be sent
to NCAA headquarters before
spring semester is complete.
With the recent influx of
teams to the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference,
MSUM hopes to move up and
challenge them as well as create room in the conference. It
will be a long and grueling
process, but Peters says it will
be worth it.

Timmy can be reached
at Timaaaaay@mnstate.edu.
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Tomeo guarantees
perfect season,
complete dominance
By IVAN DRAGO
Russian boxer

Head football coach Damon
Tomeo guaranteed a major
turnaround from the 2007 season and promised complete
annihilation of each opponent
that will take the field against
the Dragons in 2008.
He explained that each
athlete on the team has been
vigorously working out each
day for 12 hours and drinking
gallons and gallons of protein
shakes. The Dragons finished
4-7 last season, and after losing senior quarterback Dustin
Long, Tomeo felt a change was
needed.
“Those last-second losses
will turn to victories this season,” Tomeo said. “Right now
I say good luck to any team
who thinks they’re going to
be competitive this season
against us.”
The Dragon defense was
working out yesterday and
proved to be bulking up.
Senior linebacker Jon Miller
was listed at six feet tall and
210 pounds at the beginning

of last season, and when he
stepped on the scale to check
how much he bulked up, he
grunted when he was only
at 250 pounds—all muscle.
Miller proceeded to walk over
to the bench press and bench
12 reps of 350 pounds.
“Tomeo and the strength
and conditioning staff have
really worked us hard this
off-season,” Miller said as
he slammed down a mixture
of Creatine and raw eggs. “I
haven’t gotten sleep for four
days. It’s that intense.”
Aside from the weight lifting and protein shakes, the
team has practiced in the
below-zero temperatures this
off-season.
“It’s good for ‘em,” Tomeo
said.
As a motivator, the coaching
staff brought in Rocky Balboa,
Brett Favre and Michael Jordan
to show the team what it takes
to win. Junior quarterback
Craig Kutz, from Sheboygan,
Wis., was ecstatic when his
childhood idol came to practice. Kutz, who is in line to
take over the starting job next

Now Open At
Dilworth Wal-Mart
Serving Breakfast Daily
At All Locations
7 - 11 am

jon lambert / Sports Illustrated

Head coach Damon Tomeo has promised the team will go undefeated in 2008. The Dragon coaching
staff has been working hard in the weight room and outside in the below-zero temperatures.

season, stood behind Favre
in amazement watching him
throw rockets to the Dragon
receivers.
“It was quite an experience,” Kutz said. “This could
be the most uplifting moment
in my sports career.”
Among the guarantees for
2008, junior running back

Enol Gilles promised to have
a 5,000-yard rushing total
and over 40 touchdowns. He
explained that he’s shooting to
be the No. 1 draft pick in the
2009 NFL Draft and the MVP
of the season in addition to his
rookie of the year trophy.
“Adrian Peterson who?” he
asked. “He’s got nothing on

me.”
Tomeo laughed when asked
who the biggest threat to the
team will be this season.
“We’re going to the ‘ship
baby, and we’re gonna win it
all,” he said.
Hagen can be reached
at rocky’sacheater@hotmail.com.
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Nelson, from front

Fake News

“Conditions have to be just
right for us to implode a building with zero risk,” Connor
said. “When the timing is perfect, the building will be evacuated, and our team will set
off the explosives which are
being placed as we speak.”
To avoid interruption to the
students as much as possible
and because it is impossible to
predict the exact moment that
the conditions will be right, no
date is set for the implosion,
only that it will be in April.
“When it is time, we will
hold a fire drill to evacuate
the building,” Brosdahl said.
“Residents must take with
them only what they can carry.
When the complex is cleared,
the bomb squad will get the
okay to take her down.”

Residents will be housed
with MSUM staff and volunteer community members.
Housing will be on a firstcome-first-serve basis and
anyone remaining will be left
on their own.
“This was unexpected to say
the least,” said Ben McCabe,
area director at MSUM. “When
life gives you lemons you need
to make lemonade, and that’s
exactly what Residential Life
is going to do once we find
some sugar.”
There are currently plans
to build a new 16-story student dormitory at the Nelson
site called Barden Hall.
Construction will begin in
July.

Barden and Paul go back to
the days when the two took
community ballroom dance
classes in their mutual hometown of Magnet, Neb.
“Barden has a mean twostep,” Paul said.
The two have been friends
since then, barring a short
period of tense silence over a
particularly nice Batman tie.
“It was my tie,” said Barden,
before bursting out into the
Batman theme song.
“With a background in
obstetrics, Paul has a lot of

experience working with
young people, also, that guy
has a lot of nice suits. Very
classy,” Barden said of his
replacement. “Plus, also, he
was in the military, and that’s
always good for leadership,
right?”
Paul said he was very excited to step in as President of
MSUM, he told the Advocate,
“I hear it’s a great day to be a
dragon,” with a confusingly
seductive wink.

Thursday, March 27, 2008

Mark can be reached
at cashmoney@mnstate.edu.

paul, from front

Jean can be reached
at kisedreams@mnstate.edu.

the moneyboat / advocate photo editor

Last week, Fargo-Moorhead building inspectors found that Nelson has considerable structural
damage and is beginning to lean. The damage is so substantial that Nelson has been declared a
major safety risk and must be imploded. While campus officials have not set a specific date for the
implosion, they assure Nelson residents that they will be evacuated before the building is brought
down some time next month.
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Fake News
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Advocate Classifieds

Scorch caught red-handed (literally)

q

Move people.

q

Help Wanted
Summery Employment: Counselors, Speech and Occupational
Therapists and Aides, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and
Waterfront Personnel Needed
for a Summer Camp in North
Dakota. Working with Children
with Special Needs. Salary plus
Room and Board. Contact: Dan
Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson, ND 58428, 701-3274251, grasbek@bektel.com.

Old Broadway is hiring bartenders, doorman, day servers, and
night servers. Night servers start at
$6.00 per hour plus tips. Apply in
person at 22 Broadway, Fargo, ND.

HELP WANTED! Oasis
Plantscapes is a growing Interior/
Exterior landscaping firm. Oasis
Plantscapes is seeking individuals to fill general landscape &
maintenance positions. These
individuals must be self-motivated
and posses a strong positive attitude. For applications: Call Chad
Erickson 701-361-2401.

Now Renting

Help Wanted: Church nursery
workers needed for infants through
age 5. Sunday mornings 8:30am
to 12:30pm. $10/hour. Must be 21
years or older. Background check
required, special training provided. Call 701-232-3394 or email
leishaw@cableone.net.
Summer Camp Jobs - Camp
Counselors, Lifeguards, Program
Leaders, Health Care Staff and
Volunteers. Work 4-12 weeks with
individuals with special needs at
resident camp. Training Provided.
Apply online www.friendshipventures.org or call 800-450-8376.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
– Camp Wilderness, Boy Scouts
of America – Ropes Course Director, Canoe River Director, Rifle
Director, Fishing Director, Quartermaster, Shift Cook & Business
Manager. You can earn college
credit for some of these positions. Contact our Fargo Office for
an application. (877) 293-5011.
Room and board plus weekly salary from $250 to $290 per week!
Season: June 8 - August 2.
Need college girl to live in private
home. Room, board, & approx.
$300 per month in exchange for
putting disabled person to bed.
10-15 nights per month. Must
interview to understand job.
701.237.3959
submitted photo

After he was caught smoking on campus last week, Advocate photographers spotted Scorch
struggling to walk a straight line for this Moorhead Police officer in the CMU Ballroom. Officer
Overly Stern pulled Scorch over at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Fourteenth Street last night
because the driving dragon was
swerving erratically and racing
through the Nelson-GranthamDahl “U” parking lot at
excessive speeds in a campus
security SUV. At press time,
Scorch’s status was unknown.

Summery Employment: Counselors, Speech and Occupational
Therapists and Aides, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and
Waterfront Personnel Needed
for a Summer Camp in North
Dakota. Working with Children
with Special Needs. Salary plus
Room and Board. Contact: Dan
Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson, ND 58428, 701-3274251, grasbek@bektel.com.

BUSY BUBBLES
LOWEST PRICE EVER

RED HOT DEAL!!!!
$15.00 A MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING

MINIMUM 3-MONTH REQUIREMENT
$18.75 A MONTH WITH 2 MONTH REQUIREMENT
$22.50 A MONTH WITH A 1 MONTH REQUIREMENT
Visit http://www.washandtan.com

Looking for energetic students to
work early evening hours cleaning office buildings. Shifts are 2
to 4 hours Monday thru Friday
after 5 p.m. with all weekends off.
Apply in person at PBS, 3431 4th
Avenue SW, Suite C.

Near Campus! 3-5 bedroom
houses near MSU-M! Signing
Leases Now for 2008.
Call 701.412.8579.

UPSCALE DOWNTOWN LIVING
- 1, 2 or 3 bdrm / 2 bath apartments featuring garages / indoor
parking, central air, private laundry units, from $600/mo. Sorry,
No Pets! Call 701-239-2603 for
further information.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Summer or school year ’08-’09. One,
two, three and four bedrooms. 1
to 4 people. Most with heat paid.
Also, efficiency and roommates.
Located between campuses and
north of campus. (218) 236-1143.
www.fmcharterrentals.com.
Large 2-bedroom apartments
renting now for June or August
occupancy. Summer rates of
$300/month includes heat,
water, off-street parking. Some
with garages. School year rates
$450/month. Call Jon at 218-7904866 to view. Walking distance,
no partiers please!
Rent Early!! Two bedrooms, June
and August. Heat-water paid,
security, A/C, miniblinds, ceiling
fans, quiet, no parties! Certified crime/drug free. Off-street
parking. No pets. 701-371-7435
– 218-346-6584.
One bedroom, security, heat-water paid, quiet, no parties! Miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, off-street
assigned parking with plugins.
Certified Crime/drug free housing,
lease, references, no pets. 218346-6584, 701-371-7435.
FOR RENT - PERFECT FOR 3-4
STUDENTS Large 3 bedroom/2
bath house. 2 car garage. 1 block
north of Concordia. New flooring
throughout! 523 7th St. S. $1,250/
month OBO + utilities. Available
May 1. 701-799-8369
FOR RENT - 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENT Private 1 bed, 1
bath apartment attached to 2
story house. Hardwood floors/
new carpet, very European feel.
525 7th St S. $350 /month OBO
+ utilities. Available May 1. 701799-8369.
Perfect starter home for sale.
Great Fargo location with character, hardwood floors, fireplace, 3
bedrooms, many updates. Nice
house. $108,000. (701) 2125278.

Misc.

PREGNANT? You have options.
Pregnancy testing, counseling,
limited ultrasound exams – Free &
Confidential. 701.237.6530 (Fargo)
or www.firstchoiceclinic.com.
Car insurance too high or hard to
find? Need renter’s insurance? Call
Cami at American Family Insurance,
819 30 Ave S Moorhead (by Safari
Theater/Subway), 233-9252.
Would the woman who went into
the ditch east of Michigan, ND, on
Feb. 9 please call the man who
pulled her out? Leroy Sparks, 701259-2442.
Getting Married?
Need a photographer?
$750 for full day + perks
Call Brad @ 701-388-1908
Or email schuttbr@mnstate.edu

Flip Side

Thursday, March 27, 2008

For Real: Apply for an Advo job
The Advocate is seeking new staff members
for the 2008-2009 academic year.
Apply to be a: staff writer, photographer,
copy editor, photo editor, section editor,
columnist or cartoonist.

For an
application,
stop by
The Advocate
office (CMU 110)
or e-mail
advocate@
mnstate.edu.

